Abstract. For n n complex matrices A and an n n Hermitian matrix S, w e consider the S-numerical range of A and the positive S-numerical range of A de ned by WSA = hAv;viS hv;viS : v 2 I C n ; hv;viS 6 = 0 and W + S A = fhAv;viS : v 2 I C n ; hv;viS = 1 g ; respectively, where hu;viS = v Su. These sets generalize the classical numerical range, and they are closely related to the joint n umerical range of three Hermitian forms and the cone generated by it. Using some theory of the joint n umerical range we can give a detailed 
WSA = hAv;viS hv;viS : v 2 I C n ; hv;viS 6 = 0 and W + S A = fhAv;viS : v 2 I C n ; hv;viS = 1 g ; respectively, where hu;viS = v Su. These sets generalize the classical numerical range, and they are closely related to the joint n umerical range of three Hermitian forms and the cone generated by it. Using some theory of the joint n umerical range we can give a detailed description of WSA and W + S A for arbitrary Hermitian matrices S. which coincides with the positive S-numerical range of A: W + S A : = fhAv; vi S : v 2 I C n ; hv;vi S = 1 g : Since S is positive de nite, S = X X for some nonsingular X, and it is easy to show that W S A = W + S A = WXAX ,1 . In particular, if S 1 2 denotes the unique positive de nite matrix that satis es S Some authors use W + S A as the de nition for a numerical range of A in inde nite inner product spaces. For example, Bayasgalan B has done so and has shown that the set W + S A is convex if S is nonsingular and inde nite. However, we think that the lack of symmetry in the de nition of W + S A m a y limit its usefulness. In fact in B , the author later switches to the set W S A and shows that its closure contains the spectrum of A if A is positive de nite. In this paper, we shall study both W S A and W + S A.
Since W S A and W + S A are well-de ned even if S is singular, one might be interested to learn the general structure and geometrical shape of these sets for various kinds of S 2 H n . In fact, the convexity o f W + S A has been proven for all positive semide nite matrices S in GP under a slightly di erent setup. In addition to W S A and W + S A, we also consider the sets V S A : = hAv; vi hSv;vi : v 2 I C n ; hSv;vi 6 = 0 To study the sets W S A; W + S A; V S A and V + S A, we use an approach which is di erent from that in B and GP . Our work is based on the realization that these sets are closely related to the joint numerical range of k Hermitian matrices H 1 ; : : : ; H k de ned by WH 1 ; : : : ; H k : = fhH 1 v;vi; : : : ; hH k v;vi : v 2 I C n ; hv;vi = 1 g; with k = 3. This joint n umerical range is another generalization of the classical numerical range and is well studied e.g., see AT , BL , C , Ju and their references. More precisely, the relationship between the S-numerical ranges and the joint n umerical range is illustrated in the following result, the veri cation of which is straightforward. The idea of slicing the set KH; G; S to generate the numerical range of an operator also appeared in Fo and a number of references BNa , D1 , D2 , and some of their references are relevant to our study. In fact, Brickman Br has pointed out that the joint n umerical ranges of three Hermitian forms have been of interest since the time of Hausdor .
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The set KH; G; S de ned in formula 1 is clearly a cone in IR 3 recall that a subset K of a real linear space is called a cone if x 2 K whenever 0 and x 2 K. It is known e.g., see AT that, for any H; G; S 2 H n , the set WH; G; S is always convex if n 2, and it is a possibly degenerate elliptical shell i.e., the surface of an ellipsoid if n = 2. Quite simply one can deduce the following result. Linear operators L on M n preserving W S A, W + S A, V S A, or V + S A will be characterized in Section 3. The study of linear operators on a matrix space with preserver properties is currently an active research area in matrix theory. The readers are referred to Pi for a recent survey on the subject. The proofs of our results rely heavily on the geometrical properties of the S-numerical ranges as developed in Section 2. This indicates that a good understanding of the geometrical properties of S-numerical ranges is important for the study of related problems and further development of the subject.
In the last section, we consider extension of our results to bounded linear operators on in nite dimensional Hilbert or Krein spaces. We believe that the approach of studying numerical ranges of operators on an inde nite inner product space via the joint n umerical range may lead to a deeper understanding and more insights of the subject. Several open problems are presented along this direction.
2. Geometrical Structure of the S-numerical Ranges. As , r espectively, where 0 k n , S 1 2 H n,k is nonsingular, and A 1 2 M n,k for k = 0 take S 1 = S and A 1 = A. Notice that g 2 V + S A and hence g is bounded uniformly for all 2 I C.
One can then deduce that a ij = a ji = a jj = 0 for all 1 i n , k j n. This and the fact that KH; G; S is a convex cone Lemma 1.2 imply that KH; G; S itself is contained in the xz-plane of IR 3 : for if KH; G; S contains some point p := x; y; z with y 6 = 0 , a n d p 0 := x 0 ; 0; 1 2 P, then KH; G; S contains all points of the form x+ x 0 ; y ; z + = p+ p 0 with ; 0 and, since there exist ; 0 that satisfy y 6 = 0 and z + = 1, it follows that P is not contained in the xz-plane | a contradiction. Consequently we have v Gv = 0 for all v 2 I C n . T h us G = 0, or equivalently A is S-Hermitian.
By reversing the argument, we obtain the converse statement. arise when S is nonsingular. In fact, if we impose the assumption that S is nonsingular, the statements of our results for 2 and 3 and the proofs would be much simpler. For the sake of completeness, however, we shall present the results and proofs for 2 and 3 for the general case. When stating our theorems, we shall use X and X to denote the following linear operators on 3.2. Proofs. We shall rst prove the su ciency parts of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. Next we shall show that linear preservers of V + S o r V S are preservers of rank-1 Hermitian matrices. Then we can apply a result in L on linear preservers of rank-1 Hermitian matrices to prove the necessity parts of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. Finally, w e shall apply Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 to prove Theorems 3.3 and 3.4. We n o w prove the necessity part of Theorem 3.1. Consequently we h a ve L conv + = conv + and, by the linearity o f L , the restriction of L on conv + is one-to-one. Since + is the set of all extreme points of conv + , it follows that L + = + . Since e 1 e 1 2 + , we h a ve L e 1 e 1 = uu 2 + for some u 2 I C n . W e claim that L maps the set of rank one Hermitian matrices into itself. In fact, if v 2 I C n is such that hD;vv i 0, then vv 2 + for some 0. Thus L vv 2 + is a rank one Hermitian matrix. If v 2 I C n is such that hD;vv i 0, then consider v = e 1 + v. F or all su ciently large 0; hD;vv i 0. Hence L vv = 2 L e 1 e 1 + L e 1 v + ve 1 + L vv has rank one for all su ciently large 0 and hence for in nitely many b y the previous discussion. It follows that L vv has rank one. Using Theorem 4 from L , we conclude that L is of the form A 7 ! UA U or A 7 ! UA t U t . One can easily check that consequently L is of form A 7 ! U AU or A 7 ! U A t U. If one of + and , is empty then the other must be nonempty and, by the argument used in the proof of Lemma 3.6, L is of the form a or b of Theorem 3.2 with = 1. Suppose both + and , are nonempty i.e., both r 0 and s 0. Then it may not be true that is the set of extreme
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Numerical Ranges of an Operator 13 points of conv , and the proof used for Lemma 3.6 need not work. Hence we proceed with the following argument instead.
As the real linear span of equals H n , 8 implies that L , and hence L as well, maps H n onto H n and thus L must be invertible. Observe that 0 = 2 h A; i for any de nite matrix A. On the other hand, if X 2 H n is zero or inde nite then there exists a de nite A 2 H n such that hA; Xi = 0. With 8, we conclude that L H + , H + n f 0 n g; where H + denotes the cone of positive semide nite matrices in H n . T ake a n y element E 0 2 + . I f L E 0 2 H + then we m ust have L + H + ; for if there is another E 1 2 + with L E 1 2 , H + , then, since + is path connected, there must be some E 2 + such that L E is either zero or inde nite | a contradiction. Conversely, i f L is of the form described in Theorem 3. We emphasize that this paper is intended as a starting point for studying the numerical range of operators on an inde nite inner product space using the theory of the joint n umerical range and the cone generated by it. There are many open problems whose study may lead to a better understanding of linear operators acting on an inde nite inner product space. We describe a few of them in the following questions.
1. It is known e.g., see HJ that WA is the convex hull of A, the spectrum of A, i f A 2 M n is normal. with x 6 = y and z 6 = 0, then x is an eigenvalue which is isotropic and not repeated for A, and x 2 W S A.
Related to these observations, one may ask the following questions. Concerning the geometrical properties of the S-numerical ranges, one may ask the following questions.
5. Are the boundary curves of the S-numerical ranges algebraic curves as shown to be true for those of WA b y Fiedler F ?
6. How can one plot the S-numerical ranges V S A and W S A, possibly using the ideas and algorithm of Johnson for plotting WA in J ?
